
History of Calcagno chocolate

Hand crafted chocolate factory Catalogue 
 

Premier Cioccolato Calcagno 
 

Established in 1946 in Turin, The Capital of Chocolate in 

Italy, in the heart of  Piedmont   
 

www.premier-cioccolato-calcagno.com 

Aldo Frezzato & Franco Rossini,  

Master chocolate makers 
 

at Premier Cioccolato Calcagno of Turin 

(Picture : September 2010) 

 

1606       The history of chocolate in Turin turns back to the 17th century. 

 

1800       At the beginning of the 19th century, Turin, in Italy becomes the Capital  

               of Chocolate. 

 

1946       The Chocolate company Calcagno is founded in 1946.  

 

1975       1975 Franco Rossini and Aldo Frezzato take over the business:  

              The Premier Cioccolato - Calcagno is born. 

 

1996      Between 1946 and 1996 there were 29 small hand crafted chocolate  

              factories operating in  Turin. Only a handful are still in existence today.  

. 

 

2014...   68 years later, Premier Cioccolato - Calcagno, is one of the very few  

              chocolate  Companies still producing  chocolate made in the old- 

              fashioned way, mostly by hand, using exclusively local products  of the  

Contact:       Kristel WISSINK  +33 663.292.371 

                      Bryan RICHTER  +33 698.910.185  

  

                      info@premier-cioccolato-calcagno.com 
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The Chocolate bars

Individual Sachets

Absinthe Extra Fondente 

(alcohol free)  

contains minimum 56% cocoa  

£2.49€ / 2,95€ 100g 

Cinnamon Extra Fondente 

contains minimum 56% cocoa 

£2.49€ / 2,95€ 100g 

Extra Fondente with Piedmont 

hazelnuts or with Milk chcoloate 

contains minimum 56% cocoa 

(Fondente)  and 30% mini (Milk) 

£24.99 / 29,50€  1kg 

Milk chocolate with Piedmont 

hazelnuts  

contains minimum 30% cocoa 

£4.89 / 5,90€  200g 

Extra Fondente with Piedmont 

hazelnuts  

contains minimum 56% cocoa 

£4.89 / 5,90€  200g 

Pepper Extra Fondente 

contains minimum 56% cocoa 

£2.49€ / 2,95€ 100g 

Ginger Extra Fondente 

contains minimum 56% cocoa 

£2.49€ / 2,95€ 100g 

Fondente Extra Bitter 75% 

without sugar, with fructose 

contains minimum 75%  cocoa  

£2.49€ / 2,95€ 100g 

GIANDUJOTTI   
 

The story of the Giandujotto chocolate 

originates from the French 1st Empire 

when Napoleon the first, in 1806, 

intending to ruin the United Kingdom, 

placed a blockade on continental traffic. 

Countries allied or belonging to 

Napoleon's Empire, like Italy, suffered a 

major recession because of this blockade. 

Importing cocoa became more and more 

difficult and more and more expensive. 

To offset the shortfall, the master 

chocolate makers of the Piedmont region 

had the brilliant idea of replacing some 

of the cocoa powder with ground 

piedmont hazelnuts. In 1852, Michele 

Prochet and Pier Paul Caffarel launched 

this new product on the market which 

was revolutionary both for its new taste 

ans its unusual shape of a little reversed 

boat. The Giandujotto was officially 

launched in 1865 at the Turin Carnival 

and was christened with this name of 

honour of Gianduia, the mask of Turin. 

Thank you ever so much Napoleon!  
 

Contains minimum 30% cocoa 
  

£5.89/ 7,00€  150g Sachet  (15x pcs) 

CREMINI  NEW ! 
 

The Cremino chocolate was born around 

the middle of the 19th century in Turin. 

Two fine layers of full milk chocolate 

encase a delicate chocolate fudgy centre 

with the following choice of flavours: 

Hazelnuts from the Piedmont region, 

Mocha (coffee), Lemon or Torroncino 

(nougat). It is still cut manually in the 

traditional way today with a manual 

cutting machine.  
 

Contains minimum 30% cocoa 
 

Choose between the four 

flavours:  Hazelnut, Mocha (coffee), 

Torroncino (nougat) or Lemon. 
 

£5.89/ 7,00€  154g Sachet (13x pcs) 

 

CREMINI  NEW ! 
 

Choose between the four 

flavours:  Hazelnut, Mocha (coffee), 

Torroncino (nougat) or Lemon. 
 

Choose between five colours Bronze, 

Burgundy, Orange, Fuchsia, Green. 
  

£4.79 / 5,80€  94g  (8x pcs) 

Even if  it goes without saying,  No palm oil at all is used in our chocolate 
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Individual Sachets

GIANDUIA CREAM WITH PIEDMONT HAZELNUTS (cream spread) 

Contains minimum 30,5% Piedmont Hazelnuts, minimum 6,9% cocoa 22/24% 

The ancient "crema Piemonte" Calcagno recipe has not changed since 1946 
 

£5.80 / 7,00€  300g glass jar (net weight)  Does not contain any Palm oil. 

AVOLA ALMONDS FROM SICILY 

COVERED IN EXTRA FONDENTE 

DARK CHOCOLATE or MILK 

CHOCOLATE 
 

Avola is small picturesque town situated 

in the province of Syracuse, south-east of 

Sicily and cherished by the sun all year 

round. The Avola almond is by far the 

finest almond in the world with a very 

delicate and sensitive aroma. 
 

Contains minimum 60% cocoa (Extra 

Fondant) and minimum 30% cocoa (Milk 

chocolate) 
 

£5.79 / 6,95€ 170g Sachet  

 
FRESH ORANGE COVERED IN 

EXTRA FONDENTE DARK 

CHOCOLATE  
 

These slices of fresh orange come from 

the Sicilian oranges drenched in sun, 

very lightly crystallised and covered in 

smooth rich Extra Fondente dark 

chocolate. The making of these orange 

slices is a very delicate operation that 

requires a lot of attention, passion and 

patience.  

Contains minimum 60% cocoa.  
 

£5.99 / 7,05€  170g Sachet  

 
GROUND COFFEE BEANS  

 

Ground coffee beans from Colombia 

covered in Extra Fondente dark 

chocolate. The sweetness of the 

chocolate beautifully balances the 

natural bitterness of the coffee bean. 

Contains minimum 60% cocoa.  
 

£4.89 / 5,95€   170g Sachet 

 
EXTRA FONDENTE 

CHOCOLATE PEBBLES 
 

If Tom Thumb had had these pebbles 

in hand he would surely never have 

found his way home! This chocolate 

bonbon pebble is so good a replica of 

those grey and white pebbles found on 

the beach that you have to be 

persuaded to bite into one! Then you 

discover it is filled with delicious Extra 

Fondente dark chocolate. These 

pebbles will also have a lot of success 

as a tasty table decoration! 

Contains minimum 56% cocoa 
 

£3.99 / 4,95€  200g Sachet 

PIEDMONT HAZELNUTS "IGP"* 

COVERED IN EXTRA FONDENTE 

DARK CHOCOLATE or MILK 

CHOCOLATE 
 

These "IGP" hazelnuts from Piedmont 

are a registered and controlled product. 

The title description "Piedmont 

hazelnuts" designates the round "Gentille 

delle langhe" hazelnut which is cultivated 

in a specific area of Piedmont. This 

specific hazelnut is particularly 

appreciated by patisserie chefs for its 

round shape, its unequalled and exquisite 

taste, the excellent aroma after grilling, 

the facility in shelling the nuts and the 

fact that it has a long natural shelf life. 

For these reasons, the Piedmont hazelnut 

is known as the best in the world. 
 

Contains minimum 60% cocoa (Extra 

Fondant) and minimum 30% cocoa (Milk 

chocolate) 
 

* IGP stands for "Designation of Origin" 
 

£5.09 / 6,10€  170g Sachet  

 

HUCKLEBERRIES COVERED IN 

EXTRA DARK CHOCOLATE  
 

These berries, which resemble 

blueberries, are among the berries that 

contain the least amount of sugar and 

calories. The slight sweetness of these 

berries covered in rich Extra Fondente 

dark chocolate provide an intense 

moment of pleasure you will not soon 

 forget!  

Contains minimum 60% cocoa.  
 

£5.79 / 7,00€  170g Sachet 

GINGER COVERED IN EXTRA 

FONDENTE DARK CHOCOLATE 

 

A piece of ginger lightly crystallised 

covered in just enough Extra Fondente 

dark chocolate to offset the slightly 

piquant taste of the ginger with the 

voluptuous sweetness of the chocolate.  

Contains minimum 60% cocoa.  
 

£4.99 / 6,00€  170g Sachet 
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The Ballotins

These Ballotins come in two colour combinations: (if stock available) 

Code: BALN6 
 

Giandujotti with Piedmond hazelnuts 

 AOC (x22 pieces)  

 

Net weight: 220g 

£9.69 / 12,00€ 

The outside of the box is the chocolate brown, The sleeve is the same colour as the inside, either green or fuchsia. 

Dimensions (cm): L14 x l9 x h3 

Code: BALN1 
 

Ground coffee beans covered in 

extra fondente dark chocolate  
 

Net weight: 250g 

£8.09 / 10,00€ 

Code: BALN4 
 

Piedmond hazelnuts AOC covered 

in milk chocolate 

BALN15:Mixed Hazelnuts (dark+milk) 

  

Net weight: 210g 

£7.29 / 9,00€ 

Code: BALN5 
 

Crystallised Ginger covered 

in extra fondente dark chocolate 

 

Net weight: 260g 

£8.79 / 11,00€ 

Code: BALN2 
 

Extra Fondente Chocolate Pebbles 

covered in fructose 
 

Net weight: 300g 

£7.29 / 9,00€ 

Code: BALN3 
 

Piedmond hazelnuts AOC covered 

in extra fondente dark chocolate 

BALN15:Mixed Hazelnuts (dark+milk)  
 

Net weight: 210g 

£7.29 / 9,00€ 

Ground coffee beans Chocolate Pebbles Piedmond Hazelnuts  (dark) 

Piedmond Hazelnuts  (milk) Crystallised Ginger Giandujotti 
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The Ballotins

Code: BALN10 
 

Fresh Orange from Sicily covered 

in extra fondente dark chocolate 

 

Net weight: 180g 

  £9.29 / 11,50€ 

Code: BALN11 à 14 
 

            Cremini  (x24 pieces) 

 BALN11: Mocha (coffee) 

 BALN12: Piedmond Hazelnut AOC  

 BALN13: Lemon  

 BALN14: Torroncino (nougat) 

 

Net weight: 270g 

£11.89 / 14,50€ 

Cremini Fresh Orange  

Code: BALN8 
 

Avola Almonds from Sicily  

covered in milk chocolate  

BALN16: Mixed Almonds (dark+milk) 

 

Net weight: 210g 

£8.09 / 10,00€ 

Code: BALN7 
 

Avola Almonds from Sicily  

covered in extra fondente dark chocolate  

BALN16: Mixed Almonds (dark+milk) 

 

Net weight: 210g 

£8.09 / 10,00€ 

Code: BALN9 
 

Fresh Huckleberries covered 

in extra fondente dark chocolate 

 

 Net weight: 260g 

£10.00 / 12,50€ 
 

Avola Almonds (dark) Fresh Huckleberries  Avola Almonds (milk) 
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